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Every person has a ____________. And all of our stories are
part of a ___________ story – God’s story of ____________________.
Genesis 22 records the story of ____________ command to
Abraham to ______________ his son Isaac. Let’s consider this story
from _______________ perspective.
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1. My Life Is An ___________________ Journey. 22:1-8
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Many illustrations of this story picture Isaac as a __________.
Most likely he was a young _________.
Isaac did not __________________________ why Abraham
did not take a lamb with them as a sacrifice.
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2. My Death Appears _____________________. 22:9-10
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Isaac must have been _____________________ to discover that
he was to be the sacrifice. If Isaac wanted to ________________ from
his father, he could have easily done so since his father was ________
years older than him.
All of us will face ______________ one day as the consequence
of our ___________. Fortunately, the story of Isaac does not _______
with his death.
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3. My Salvation Has Been _________________. 22:11-19
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The ____________ of the Lord stopped Abraham just before he
took the life of Isaac. He then pointed out a ______ that was caught in
a thicket nearby. That innocent animal took the __________ of Isaac.
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